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The starting point for the covering theory for algebras of finite type 
over algebraically closed fields was Riedtmann’s paper, “Algebren, 
Darstellungskocher, uberlagerungen und zurtick” [ 14 1. Her main result, 
from today’s point of view, is the existence of covering functors, i.e., the 
existence of a bijection between the morphisms between indecomposable 
modules and purely combinatorial defined vector spaces generated by paths 
in a translation quiver (cf. (1.1) [ 141). 
This bijection has recently turned out to be more and more important in 
the representation theory of algebras. It was the first step leading to the use 
of Auslander-Reiten quivers as a tool for the classification of algebras of 
linite type [ 15, 81. The main purpose of this paper is to initiate an analog for 
classical orders over complete Dedekind domains. We shall formulate our 
results and proofs only for orders, but it is always obvious that everything 
carries immediately over to the algebra situation. 
Let R be a complete Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and let n be 
an R-order in a separable K-algebra A [ 161: n is a subring of A with the 
same identity, and moreover A is a full R-sublattice, which means that /i is 
an R-lattice and contains a K-basis of A. 
We denote by r the Auslander-Reiten quiver of/i, i.e., vertices of r are 
the isomorphism classes of indecomposable n-lattices, and two vertices are 
joined by an arrow provided there exists an irreducible /i-map between the 
corresponding A-lattices. Moreover, we denote by f the universal cover of I- 
[8], in particular, the vertices of r” are homotopy classes of walks in I-, with 
covering morphism F: F-P r [8]. 
For each arrow x + y in F we define $,, as the space of irreducible maps 
Irr(Fx, Fy) [4, 171 from Fx to Fy. Moreover, for indecomposable /i-lattices 
IV, N let r’(M, N) c Hom,(M, N) be the ith functorial radical, i.e., 
r’(M, N) = ri(-, N)(M), where ri(-, N) is the ith power of the radical of the 
presentable fun&or (-, N) = Hom,((, N) [ 21. 
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Let x, y be elements of the set p,, of vertices in the universal cover f. Then 
we define f, = End,(Fx)/Rad End,(Fx) and H(x, y) as right f,-vector space 
as follows, where w runs over oriented paths w: x -+ xi -t B.. + x, = y from x 
to y in i=, 
where 1(x, y) is thef,-subspace generated by mesh relations [ 141. Provided f 
has the additional property of being faithfiZ as defined in (1.4), we show the 
following result, which may be viewed as analog of [ 14, Satz 2.3; 8, 3.11 for 
orders: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A4 = Fx, N = Fy and let z (resp. w) run through 
all preimages of N (resp. M) in F,, under F. If r” is a faithful translation 
quiver, then there exists a graded linear bijection between n, H(x, z) (resp. 
n, H(w, y)Fthe grading induced by the length of paths-and 
&,, r’(M, N)/r’+‘(M, N) as f, - f,-vector spaces. 
In fact, this result holds in the more general case of faithful fully valued 
subtranslation quivers (cf. (1.4)) and the corresponding quotient spaces of 
the vector spaces in the theorem above. This follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.6 and its dual version as explained in the subsequent remark. 
Following [8, 3.11, we say that there exists a covering functor for A, 
provided the linear graded map 
F: n H(x, z) + Gr,(Fx, Fy) 
FZfF.y 
as defined in (1.5) together with the similarly defined map 
EL,Fw=Fx H(w Y) --) GrAF x y are both bijections for all vertices x, y in y F 1 
The existence of covering functors for algebras of finite type over 
algebraically closed fields was first used by Riedtmann to show that the tree 
class of a stable subquiver of the Auslander-Reiten quiver is a Dynkin 
diagram [8, Hauptsatz]. The approach to the same result used by Todorov 
[19] and in its most general form by Happel, Preiser and Ringel [lo] 
depends on length functions and the existence of a subadditive function on 
the underlying tree. These concepts immediately carry over to the Auslan- 
der-Reiten quivers of R-orders using the R-rank of A-lattices instead of the 
length of modules. This yields a satisfactory description of stable parts of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver with a periodic vertex even in the infinite case and 
for arbitrary ground fields respectively Dedekind domains. Therefore, up to 
now Riedtmann’s approach was not considered worth being translated for R- 
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orders, at least not in view of structure theorems for Auslander-Reiten 
quivers. 
The reasons for using Riedtmann’s approach here are the following. First, 
our main theorem has further applications in the integral representation 
theory and may be the first step toward the development of a covering theory 
for orders: We found it interesting that Riedtmann’s approach to her 
“Hauptsatz” [ 141 1 a so can be immediately translated into the theory of 
orders. Using this result, we also show that covering functors exist for R- 
orders of finite lattice type or in the case that all the valuations on the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver are (n, n), e.g., in case R/Rad R is an algebraically 
closed field. This follows from the work of Igusa and Todorov [ 111, to which 
we only have to add the remark that their result concerning the exactness of 
the sequences of radical layers (cf. (2.5)) also holds for orders. 
As a consequence, we note that both the Auslander-Reiten quiver r of an 
R-order /1 of finite lattice type and its universal cover r” are of uniformly 
bounded width in the following sense. 
For each pair M, N of indecomposable II-lattices-we denote the 
corresponding vertices in r also by M, N-there exists a natural number r 
such that for each natural number I > 0 the dimension over R/Rad R of the 
space of morphisms in the mesh category of r from M to N (cf. (1.3)) 
generated by paths of length 1 is at most r. Moreover, r can be chosen as R- 
rank of Hom,(M, N). 
Concerning F, the dimension over R/Rad R of the spaces of morphisms in 
the mesh category between two vertices has to be bounded by a natural 
number which is independent both of the particular choice of the vertices and 
of the length of any path between them. 
Note that in contrast to the algebra situation, in both the mesh categories 
of r and i= there are non-zero morphisms induced from paths of arbitrary 
length. 
The uniformly bounded width of r and i= is the analog to the fact that 
Auslander-Reiten quivers of algebras of finite representation type and their 
universal covers are locally bounded. 
Finally in Section 3 we prove the following theorem which is also a conse- 
quence of the main theorem above. 
THEOREM. Let A be an infinite component of the stable Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of A or any finite dimensional algebra over a field containing an 
oriented cycle. Then A contains a periodic vertex. In particular, the tree class 
of A is the “inj?nite” Dynkin diagram A,. 
It was not possible to get that result using subadditive functions or length 
respectively rank arguments only. 
An application of this theorem will be given in a forthcoming paper [2 I]. 
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1. PREREQUISITES AND PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
1.1. Let R be a complete Dedekind domain and let /1 be either an 
R-order in a separable algebra over the quotient field or R or a finite dimen- 
sional algebra over a field I. We formulate our results for orders, but 
everything carries over to the algebra case without essential changes. In the 
integral case let t = R/Rad R be the residue class field of R. 
We denote by ,,!IJI’ the category of left A-lattices, resp. just the finite 
dimensional left A-modules in the algebra case. Usually we identify an 
indecomposable n-lattice with its isomorphism class and the corresponding 
vertex in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of/i. 
Recall that for indecomposable M, NE n 9JI” there is a filtration on 
Hom,(M, N) induced by the functorial radical powers r”(M,N) = 
r”(-, N)(M) [2]. We denote by Gr,(M, N) the associated graded 
Gr,(M, N) = n r”(M, N)/r”+‘(M, N). 
o>o 
Note that the quotients r”(M,N)/r”+‘(M,N), v > 0, are End,(M)/ 
Rad End,(M) - End,(N)/Rad End,(N)-bimodules. 
We consider the Auslander-Reiten quiver r of /i together with its 
universal cover f and covering morphism [8] 
F: i=-+ I-. 
Following [ 14, 81 we view r and f as translation quivers: 
Recall that a translation quiver r is a quiver consisting of vertices I’, and 
arrows rl with a partially defined injective map r from a subset of r,, to r. 
such that for each x E r. the set of its predecessors x- = { y E To 1 there 
exists an arrow y+ x) coincides with the set of successors (rx)+ = 
{w E r. ] there exists an arrow rx -+ w) of rx. A vertex x is called projective, 
if r is not defined for x; x is called injective, if x does not lie in the image of 
5. 
For r the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an R-order A, the translation r is 
given by the Auslander-Reiten translation which associates to each indecom- 
posable non-projective A-lattice M the kernel rM of its almost split sequence 
[ 1,181 
and its inverse associating to each indecomposable non-injective A-lattice N 
the cokernel r-N in the almost split sequence 
O+N+m(r-N)+r-N-*0. 
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This induces uniquely a translation r on f, such that FTX = TFX for all non- 
projective x E fO. 
1.2. In general one has to endow r with a modulation of bimodules 
over finite dimensional skew fields over t for each arrow in ri. This gives 
rise to the following notion [6,9, 121: 
DEFINITION. A t-modulated translation quiver r is first of all a trans- 
lation quiver with the following: 
- To each vertex x E r, there is associated a finite dimensional skew 
field f, over I. 
- For each vertex x E To there are isomorphisms f, z f,, z f,-, 
whenever x, r-x are defined. 
- Each arrow X-P y in r is equipped with a finite dimensional f, -f,- 
bimodule x B, . 
- For every non-projective x E r, and y E xP there is a non-singular 
bilinear pairing 
In a natural way both the Auslander-Reiten quiver r of an R-order A and 
its universal cover r’ are f-modulated translation quivers. We give the details 
for f only: 
(i) For each vertex x E f,, we put 
f, = f,, = End,(Fx)/Rad End,(Fx). 
(ii) It is well known that the Auslander-Reiten translation induces 
naturally isomorphisms f, z f,, g f,-, whenever x, r-x are defined. 
(iii) To each arrow x -+ y in F we associate the f, - f,-bimodule 
xB, = Irr(Fx, Fy) = r(Fx, Fy)/r’(Fx, Fy) 
the space of irreducible maps from Fx to Fy. We put 
a xy = d’mf, 2, and a&, = dim,, xB,. 
The pair (ax,,, a;,) E: N x N is called the valuation of the arrow x + y. 
(iv) For vertices x, y E f0 with .B,, # 0 we choose irreducible 
morphisms ayFy,..., a::: in r(Fx, Fy) such that their canonical images in 
xBy, denoted by aTy ,..., aipy form an f,-basis of ,B,. Let x+ = { y, ,..., ymCX, ) 
be the set of successors of x in f, i.e., x+ = { y E f0 ] xB, # 0) (accordingly 
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x- = {w E f,, 1 ,B, # 0} the set of predecessors of x). Provided Fx is not 
injective, we get an almost split sequence 
(*I 
where 
Then for each i, the residue classes aTi and &‘irmx, j = l,..., ax,,,, of aTi 
and ~?FT-~ form dual bases of xByi and yiBr-x with respect td a bilinear 
pairing 
which is naturally induced by (*) and given as follows. 
If q: Fyi --, Fr-x, w: Fx + Fyi are A-homomorphisms with residue classes 
cp, w, then cp @ w t-+ (p’w’, the residue class of the composition p/v/’ in fyi, 
where p’, I# make the following diagram commute: 
Fyi 
JI 
(P 0’ 
0-Fx - m(Fr-x) - Fz-x - 0. 
J4 
I/ 0’ 
Fyi 
1.3. Let /i be an R-order, r the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A 
which is a f-modulated translation quiver. Let r’be the universal cover of r. 
Now we define the mesh category for i? 
We first define the path-algebra P(f) as follows: Let 
and inductively 
298 
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P(F) = @ P,(f). 
i>O 
Moreover, let I be the two-sided ideal of P(f) generated by all elements yX, 
x E fo, non-injective: 
a+Yi 
P ?‘iTmX asdefined in (1.2iv). Then we define H(F) as quotient I' J 
H(F) = P(F)/I. 
For x, y E F. we put P(x, y) = lfXP(f) lfY and H(x, y) = 1,2$(f) lfY. Then 
the mesh category of r” has as objects the vertices of f and the morphisms 
from x to y are given by the f, -f,-bimodule H(x, y); the composition of 
morphisms is induced by the algebra structure of P(F). 
For the interpretation of the homomorphisms in the mesh category as 
homology groups of a suitable complex cf. [ 121. 
1.4. We keep the notation of the previous sections. Let Q be a filly 
modulated translation subquiver of P, i.e., the translation on Q and the 
modulations of the arrows in Q, are both inherited from ZY By Q we denote 
the preimage of Q under F: f-t r. Note, in general & is not the universal 
cover of Q. 
Now let Q, be the quotient category of ,,YJI’ modulo its full additive 
subcategory ,, YJI: generated by all indecomposables in A Iul” with associated 
vertex in the complement r,\Q, of Q,. In particular, we denote by Q,(M, N) 
the quotient of Hom,(M, N) modulo the sublattice Hom,(M, N)c generated 
by all homomorphisms factoring through a lattice in ,,!UIl. Then the 
filtration by the functorial radicals of Horn,,@, N) induces a filtration of 
Q,(M, N) with associated graded 
Gr Q,(M, N) = n r’Q(A4, N)/r’+‘Q(M, N), 
i>O 
where r’Q(A4, N) = r’(M, N) + Hom,(M, N)c. Moreover, for x, y E Q,, we 
define HQ(x, y) as quotient of H(x, y) modulo the space generated by all 
paths in f passing through vertices outside $. Note that HQ(x, y) is 
isomorphic to the morphisms in the f-mesh category constructed from $ 
directly. 
DEFINITION. We call Q left faithful if for each non-projective x E Q, the 
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induced morphism of functors from the mesh category of i= into t-vector 
spaces 
HQ(x, -) -, @ HQ(w, -)-) 
WEX- 
is a monomorphism, i.e., for each z E Q, and each element y E P(x, z) with 
non-zero residue class in HQ(x, z) there exists a w E xP f7 Q, and an 
element a E wB, such that the residue class of (r @ y in HQ(w, z) is not 
zero. (Note the analogy to the second condition given by Bongartz and 
Gabriel in their characterization of finite Auslander-Reiten quivers 
18, (2.8b)l.) 
Similarly we call Q right faithful if dually for each non-injective y E QO, 
the induced morphism 
Z-ZQ(-, y) + @ HQ(-, w)(~;") 
WEY+ 
is a monomorphism; moreover, we call Qfaithful if it is both left and right 
faithful. 
1.5. In order to construct a map from morphisms in the mesh 
category off into graded Lmorphisms, we choose for each x E r,, a subset 
@(Fx) c End,(Fx) such that the canonical projection End,(Fx) + f, induces 
a bijection between @(Fx) andf,, denoted by sFX t+ FY for aFX E @(Fx) and 
its image C E f,. With the notation of (1.2iv), we then have 
ay,r-x 
p?iFr-x = x afYiFr-XgTJjT-X + pjFyiF~-~ (15.1) 
k=l 
for ET;~‘~ E @(Fr-x) and pfyiFr-x E r’(Fy,,Fr-x). Note that by [8, 1.61 the 
length IX,y of paths in F between x, y E fO is uniquely determined. Moreover, 
in 
where w runs over all paths of length I = lX,y like x =x0 + x, --+ a.. --f xI = y 
in f, each element qXy has a unique representation 
where 1 < .i, < ax,_,x, for 1 Q v < 1 and si(jr ,,.., j,) E f,. Now we define 
48 1/93/2-S 
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and denote by Fqxy resp. F, vpxy its canonical image in 
r’(Fx, Fy)/r” ‘(Fx, Fy) and r’Q(Fjc, Fy)/r’+ *Q(Fx, Fy), Q a fully modulated 
subtranslation quiver of r. Note that by (1.5. l), using that aFX/IFY = 0 and 
Pi F”iFT-x E r2(Fyi, Fr-x) for all x E fob, it is obvious that both induced 
morphisms on the products 
F: n H(x, z) -+ Gr,(Fx, F’) 
Fz=Fy 
and 
F, : n HQ(x, z) + Gr a,,(Fx, Q) 
FrfFy 
are well-defined. 
1.6. Now we prove the main result of this section. We keep all the 
notations developed in the previous sections. 
THEOREM. Let x, y E f,, and M= Fx, N = Fy be indecomposable 
A-lattices. Moreover, we assume that Q is a left faithful fully modulated 
subtranslation quiver of the Auslander-Reiten quiver r of A. Then 
F, : n HQ(x, z) -+ Gr Q,(M, N) 
z 
Fz=N 
is a graded bijection of two-sided f, - f,-vector spaces, where z runs over all 
preimages of N under F. 
Proof We follow closely Riedtmann’s proof [ 141; note also the proof of 
a similar result in [ 131 due to Bautista. Let x+ = {y, ,..., y,} be the set of 
successors of x in i? For simplicity we put Ei = Fyi and L = FCX provided 
x is not injective. Moreover, for each p > 0 let z~,...,z~(“) E p,, be those 
vertices such that Fz: = N, p = I,,,* the length of any path from x to each 
z;, and moreover P(x, z;) # 0, i.e.,;;, K = l,..., V(D) are those preimages of 
N in f,, allowing a non-zero path from x to z: of length ,u. Note that V(U) is 
the number of vertices in f,, satisfying all the above conditions. We have to 
show that for all p > 0 the restriction of F is a bijection 
Subjectivity. Let cp be arbitrary in PQ(M, N) = r”(M, N) + 
Hom,(M, N), . In case p = 0, there exists an C” E 0(M) such that 
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rp - eM E Rad End,(M), and therefore F~(E~) = &M = cp, the residue class of v, 
in Q,(M, kf)/rQ(M, M). If ~1 > 0 then there exist for each yi E 0, morphisms 
I$‘, E r”-‘Ci(Ei, A’), and some q’a E Hom,(M, N), such that 
where C’ means summation over i, j = l,..., axyi for those i with yi E 0,. 
By induction there exist w$‘i’: E HQ(yi, z:) such that 
Then 
$iN - c Fy$iz: E PQ(E,, N). 
which lies in 
F(C’ 2, $J’i yj’i’:) 
r*’ ‘Q(A4, N) + Hom,(M, N)o . Therefore, a, and 
h ave the same residue class in r“Q(A4, N)/r” + ‘Q(M, N). 
Injectiuity. Clear for p = 0. 
Let p > 0, and assume given a cp = ((P~~~),~~~~~~~ in @i”/ HQ(x, z;) 
such that F,cp = 0. If we put I$“~ = C, Fqx’: then this means 
v1 MN E r’ “0(&f, iv). Moreover, we may assume that qPz: = Ci,j aJyi vy”: 
and yj’izG = 0 whenever yi 4 0,. For simplicity, we put 
I,$;~ = F#d if YiE &, 
=o otherwise. 
Since oMN is not split mono, it factors through a”, and therefore 
for some GiN E r”Q(Ei, N). 
Subtracting both expressions for qMN from each other, we get 
Therefore, provided M is not injective, there exists a unique y E Horn,,& N) 
such that 
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By the surjectivity shown above, 
where y,, = FyA 
and 
Yn = wY*<K<"(*) E 0 Ma-x, z:> and y^ E r’-iQ(L, N). 
K 
Additionally, we may assume that for all 1, K both y* and each Fy’” lies in 
rAQ(L, N)\r ’ + ‘Q(L, N) or is zero. 
Claim. yn = 0 for all 1 < p - 2. Otherwise let A,, < ,D - 2 be minimal with 
yn, # 0. Then Fpyi”-xy,, = F&‘iTmXFyAo E &“Q(Ei, N), and since ~‘0 is 
induced from a sum of paths of length A,,, we get Fa(&“t-Xy’o) = 0. By 
induction on the injectivity, we have that &“’ -xy’~ = 0 for all i, j. Since Q is 
left faithful, this implies that ~‘0 = 0, i.e., ya, E r’o’ ‘Q(L, N): contradiction. 
Using the mesh relation, we have in HQ(x, z;) 
For each i with yi E &, and j= l,..., axyi we consider (vfi’: - 
piYir-xYu-2’K)1~K<“(P) E 0, HQ(yi, zc) and show that it satisfies the same 
condition as cp does: Using formulae (1.6.1) and (lS.l), we get 
Obviously, each of these summands lies in r’Q(E,, N). Since l,i,z: =,u - 1, 
we conclude that 
F, c WY”: - fijyir-xyu-2 = 0. (1.6.2) 
x 
If M is injective in ,,IDz’, each aME. 1 is a categorial epimorphism. Therefore 
2, I$;” = #i” E r“(Ei, N) f or all i with yi E Q, and (1.6.1), (1.6.2) hold 
accordingly. Inductively, as in [ 141 we conclude from (1.6.1) that each qxz: 
can be factored through arbitrary long chains in i? Therefore, we finally 
must have that qrxz: = 0 for all K. 
Remark. The dual statement to this theorem for a right faithful fully 
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modulated subtranslation quiver of r is proved similarly either working in 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver in the other direction from right to left or using 
the duality between left and right A-lattices. 
2. THE CLASSICAL STRUCTURE THEOREM REVISITED 
We show in this section how the structure theorem on finite stable Auslan- 
der-Reiten quivers of orders [ 14, lo] can be deduced from our main 
theorem. Finally we mention that covering functors exist for R-orders of 
finite lattice type or, e.g., in the case where R/Rad R is algebraically closed. 
2.1. Let A be a finite connected stable part of the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of an R-order A, i.e., for each vertex x E A,, both rx and t-x are 
defined and belong to A,,. By [ 14, 1.51, A is isomorphic to ZB/G, where B 
can be chosen as a maximal sectional oriented valued tree in 2 (cf. (1.4)) 
and G is an admissible subgroup of the automorphism group of ZB. Recall 
that a sectional subquiver contains by definition no subquiver of the form 
x + y + r-x. Moreover, recall that HB has B x Z as set of vertices and the 
translation r is given by r(x, c) = (x, c - 1) for x E B and c E Z. We identify 
B with the set of vertices {(x, 0) ] x E B} and denote the vertices of B by 
x = x,, xq ,..., x, such that if p < V, then there is no oriented path from x,, to 
x, in B. Define Bik, i E n\l, 0 < k < n - 1, as full subquiver of ZB consisting 
of the set of vertices {r-‘-lx ,,..., rmimlxk, reixk+ ,,..., tmix,} and put 
B’ = Bio, in particular B” = B. 
2.2. Now we endow B with the modulation given by the bimodules 
IIBu= X,B,,. (1.2iii) and put f, =f,,. Then the collection of &spaces 
.Pi = {HA(x, rCix,), 1 <p < n) may be considered as a representation of the 
species .S’= {B; LcBL,, 1 <,u, v< n} in the sense of Dlab and Ringel [9]. 
Indeed, pBC ~T-ix,B,-ixz,, and we have an obvious natural map 
‘,(D,,: HA(x, T-~x,) mfN .B,. + HA(x, t-‘x,). 
2.3. THEOREM. 9” is the Coxeter ith translate of the indecomposable 
projective representation 9’ of 9. 
ProoJ Using the duality (1.2iv), Homr,(,B,, f,) zX,. BTmXy, we get a 
natural isomorphism 
for right vector spaces V,,, V, over f, and f,, respectively. By definition of 
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Hd(x, r-x,,) (1.4), with respect to paths in d’ only, we have the exact 
sequence 
a’fi, P x~ as in (1.3). 
Keeping track of the isomorphism (2.3.1), we see that this provides the 
construction of the partial Coxeter translation [9; 14, 2.61. 
2.4. Now it is obvious how we can deduce the classical structure 
theorem for stable Auslander-Reiten quivers for orders [ 10, 17, 201: 
THEOREM. 9 is a Dynkin diagram. 
ProoJ: Otherwise, L8 would contain a Euclidean diagram. With the 
notation of (2.2), all L?‘, i > 0, are non-trivial indecomposable represen- 
tations of ~8. By [9,2.1] this implies that ZB is a faithful subtranslation 
quiver of r. Moreover, the dimension vectors of the representations .P’ are 
not bounded. On the other hand, 
R-rank(Hom,(M, N)) = R-rank(r’(M, N)) 
> dim, r’(M, N)/r’+ ‘(M, N) 
for all i E N and indecomposable A-lattices M, N. 
Since there are only finitely many indecomposable A-lattices with a 
corresponding vertex in A, this inequality together with our main theorem 
shows that the f-dimensions of all the spaces HA(x, 7-jx,) are in j uniformly 
bounded by a fixed natural number. But as we pointed out above, this cannot 
happen in case ~8 contains a Euclidean diagram. Therefore, Z&’ must be a 
Dynkin diagram. 
2.5. Now we shall show that covering functors exist for an R-order /1 
of finite lattice type or, e.g., in case where t is algebraically closed. Under 
these hypotheses it is well known [6] that the only valuations which are 
possible for the arrows in r are either from the set ((1, l), (1, 2), (2, l), 
(1,3), (3, l)} or the set {(n, n) ] n E R\l}. This fact is heavily used in the proof 
of the exactness of the sequences of radical layers (cf. (2.5.2) below) in [ 111. 
(Note that the results of [6] also hold in the integral situation. In the proofs 
the length of modules has to be replaced by he R-rank of lattices.) 
2.5.1. THEOREM. If A is an R-order ofJnite lattice type or all valuations 
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of the arrows in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A are of the form 
(n, n), n E N, then there exists a covering functor for A, and moreover, the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver I’ of A is faithful. 
Proof. This statement follows easily from the proof of our main theorem 
and from the exactness of the sequences of the radical layers and is 
therefore-using the duality between left and right A-lattices-a consequence 
of the following result. 
2.5.2. THEOREM. Let A be an R-order as above, and let 
be an almost split sequence of A-lattices. Then the induced sequences of 
radical layers 
0+r”(--,M)/r”+‘(-,M)+r”+‘(--,E)/r”+*(-,E) 
---t fn+Z(-, M’)/r”t3(-, M’) + 0 
are exact for all n > 0. 
Proof Since we only have to add a small remark to the proof of the 
analogous result for artin algebras by Igusa and Todorov [ 111, we refer to 
that paper for all definitions and preliminaries. According to their procedure, 
we have to show that for each indecomposable non-injective A-lattice M, 
there exists a ladder for the minimal left almost split morphism q: M-+ E. 
The exactness of the sequences of radical layers is then a straightforward 
consequence. 
Recall that a ladder for rp is a sequence of morphisms between A-lattices 
9,. : Mi -+ Ei for integers i > 0, where o,, = o, M, = M and E, = E such that 
each (0,. can be completed to a direct sum of minimal right almost split 
morphisms in the following way: For each i there exist I&’ : Ei+ I + Ei and 
WI:Mi+, +Mi such that we have an exact sequence 
O+Mi+, El, 
and where (rp,, v/f’) is a direct sum of minimal right almost split maps. In 
particular, if @L=, E,,, is a decomposition of the maximal direct summand of 
Ei without projective direct summand, then Mi+ i z @L=, rEi,,. Then the 
steps cpi :Mi --+ Ei of such a ladder for a, fit into pullback diagrams of the 
form 
Mi 
“i Ei 
*; 
I I 
0; 
Mi+l (piil Ei+l. 
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For the existence of such a ladder for a, note that o is a pure monomorphism, 
since its cokernel is a lattice again. Assume now that all p)i)s for i < m are 
already constructed. This implies that each pi, i ,< m, is again a pure 
monomorphism, and therefore 9, _ i induces a monomorphism 
yS,_,:M,_,/RadRM,_,-tE,_,/RadRE,-,. 
Therefore, the matrix map used in the construction of rp, stays monomorphic 
after reduction modulo Rad R and therefore splits. This fact in turn enables 
us to continue and to construct the next step rp,, i of the ladder. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF INFINITE STABLE COMPONENTS 
WITH ORIENTED CYCLES 
In this section we shall show the following: 
3.1. THEOREM. Let A be an inJnite connected component of the stable 
A&under-Reiten quiver of A. If A contains an oriented cycle, then A 
contains a periodic vertex, and 
A r LA, /+ for some a E N. 
3.2. By [ 141, A E HB/G, where B is a sectional subquiver of d”, and 
G is an admissible automorphism group of ZB. If B is finite, then A contains 
a periodic vertex, and A is finite. 
3.3. Now let MEA, and M-+61M,-+6ZMz+... -+‘mM,=M be 
an oriented cycle in A. The construction of B in 114, 1.61 shows that we may 
identify M with a source in B, all vertices in B are joined with M by oriented 
path, and B is the maximal connected sectional subquiver of d’ with this 
property. 
Claim. There exist a g E N and a path 
Dl 41 M--+M,-+ . ..+M.=rgM in B. 
Obviously, M, E B. 
Let k be the smallest index such that M+ . . . + M, is not in B, i.e., 
M k-2 = Mk. Then replace the given path by the path 
Tbktl rbkt2 M*M,+ +Mk--2-~Mk+,-rMk+Z+ an . . . -TM 
and proceed similarly. 
If M is not periodic, we finally end up with a non-trivial path as indicated 
in B, and I> 1. 
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3.4. In the following, we assume that A contains no periodic vertex 
and therefore I>, 1. From this we derive further claims and finally get a 
contradiction which will prove our theorem. 
Claim. There exists an integer s, 1 <s < (I + 1)/2, such that tg+SM, 
is not isomorphic to M,-,. Otherwise let I = 21’ or I = 21’ + 1, and we 
have rgt”M1, z M,-,, = M,, : contradiction, or tg+“M,, EM,,, , and 
?+“+‘M,,+, EM,,, which gives rZg+‘M,, EM,,: contradiction. 
3.5. Now let s be minimal with rgtSMs & Mles, and for simplicity 
of notation put h = g + s - 1 E n\l; moreover, let M, = M. Then 
M,-, k rgiSM, = gh+‘Ms, (3.51) 
and 
rhMs-, E MI-,+, . (3.5.2) 
Now consider the subquiver 
. ..M.-,-,e.. -)M,-,pM,-,+, 
/I 
( (by 3.5.2) 
rhMs-, --) ...d rhM,_,+ rhM,-l+, 
II 1 
ZZhM s--l + ... . 
Since by (3.5. l), M,-, 32 gh “MS, the tkh-translates for all k E H of the 
subquiver MS-, j ... + M,-, lit perfectly together and even may be iden- 
tified with a sectional subquiver of d: Hence we have the following: 
Claim. A contains a sectional subquiver D of the form 
3.6. Claim. Let D be a sectional subquiver of A as described in the 
previous claim, and suppose h > 0. Then: 
(i) All the arrows in D carry the valuation (1, 1) (cf. (1.2, iii)): i.e., 
D z AZ [lo]. 
(ii) D is a maximal sectional subquiver of A. 
Proof. If D would not be maximal, it would be a subquiver of a sectional 
subquiver fi of A with infinitely many branching points. If there would exist 
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an arrow with a valuation other than (1, l), we put D = D. In both cases, D 
contains arbitrary large Euclidean diagrams [lo]. Now let F: ZB -+ A be the 
universal cover of A. Consider x0, xi, x2,... E ZB, with Fxi = M,, and the 
path 
\ /‘\ I***\ /A 
7’hM, 7ih-I M, 7A4, M, 
in A lifts to a path from x0 to xi in ZB. For each i E N, we choose a 
Euclidean diagram Ei in ZB, such that fir> Ei 2 (M, + . . . + tihM,). Then 
with the notation of (2.1), x,, E (Ei)’ and xi E (JY~)~~. For increasing i, we see 
as in (2.4) that the dimensions of the f,;vectorspaces HA(x,, xi) grow to 
infinity. On the other hand, by the main theorem they are uniformly bounded 
by the same argument we used in the proof of (2.4): contradiction. 
3.7. Now it is relatively easy to finish the proof of Theorem 3.1: 
Note that from the results of Auslander and Smal0 [4, 5.101, it is easy to 
derive that for all but a finite number of indecomposable n-lattices M, we 
have that 
the length of End,,(M)/r”(M, M) is finite. (3.7.1) 
If A would not contain a periodic vertex, we may w.1.o.g. assume that 
End,(M,)/r”(M,, M,) is finite. Furthermore by claim 3.6, we have in case 
h > 0 that A g Zk+g/G, in particular ZB g ZAz and in case h = 0, we have 
HB II 2%:. In any case this implies dimfXo ZfA(xo, xi) > 1 for all i. Note that 
ZA$ is a faithful translation quiver. By our main theorem, this contradicts 
(3.7.1). 
Remark. The case h = 0 can also be excluded by a result of Bautista and 
Sma10 [7]. 
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